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The volatility in today’s marketplace is making it harder than ever to forecast demand and
plot out your supply chain needs. As a result, more companies are looking to digital
technologies—such as machine learning, artificial intelligence, cloud computing, and
robotic process automation—to help improve their planning processes.
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The key to a successful
digital transformation?
Your people

To better understand how companies are tackling their digital transformations and what obstacles they face, the Council of Supply Chain Management
Professionals (CSCMP) and supply chain planning software company ToolsGroup surveyed nearly 300 supply chain professionals around the world. Turns
out the success of a digital transformation has little to do with the technology itself. Instead, it’s all about people: finding the right ones and focusing on
how the technology can help them do their job better. Here’s a look at some of the study’s findings:
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93%

of companies
say they are actively
engaged in the digital
transformation process

Critical success factors:
People, communication

Still early in the journey
What stage of the supply chain digital transformation journey is your
organization in?
Not Pursuing (not considering a digital transformation project at this time)
Exploring (establishing the catalyst for change and ranking ideas
by how well they fit business and existing supply chain strategies,
organizational capabilities, and customer needs)

25%

Evaluating (includes evaluation, estimating costs, project phasing, etc.)

18%

Gaining Broad Organizational Support (once funding is secured, gain broad
support from the supply chain organization, set up steering committees, etc.)

11%

Executing (implementing and deploying technology while
getting people to adopt the required processes and tools)

31%

Which of the following are the most crucial
to digital transformation success?
Continued focus on people, process,
technology, and security implications

50%

Change management and
effective communications

45%

Leadership-driven goals

43%

6%

Reaping the Benefits (continuous improvement
projects to scale and capture the full benefits)

8%

ToolsGroup believes there are six general stages to any digital transformation.
More than half of respondents are still in the early “Exploring” and “Evaluating” stages.
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Figures add up to more than 100% due to multiple responses.

Respondents see people as playing a key role in the success of a transformation effort.
Out of a list of suggested success factors, the ones that received the most votes all involved
people, change management, or leadership.

2022 focus: Getting the most from your people
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What are the primary objectives for supply chain planning
digital transformation in your organization?

Greatest roadblock: Skills deficits
What obstacles stand in the way of
implementing your supply chain digital
transformation plans?
People skills/deficits

53%

Data quality/lack of data

41%

Fear of change/risk aversion

34%

Covid-related uncertainty

25%

Disconnect between IT and the business

24%

Lack of digital transformation roadmap

24%

Increase level of automation to focus staff
on higher-value activities

51%

Better/faster reaction to unplanned disruptions

47%

Increase supply chain resilience

47%

Improve customer service levels/order fill rate

44%

Drive business performance
(revenue, profit, cash flow)

36%

Keep up with evolving customer
behaviors and expectations

26%

Support new business models
and revenue streams

23%

Free up working capital by
reducing inventory

18%

Combat competitive pressures

4%

Reduce risk of legacy on-premise
systems with cloud solutions

4%

Figures add up to more than 100% due to multiple responses.

What companies are looking to get out of their digital transformation has shifted compared with previous reports.
In 2021, for instance, respondents said “keeping up with evolving customer behaviors and expectations” was their
primary concern, an objective that dropped to sixth place this year.

Figures add up to more than 100% due to multiple responses.

People are also the number-one obstacle to implementing supply chain digital transformation plans—primarily because of a skills deficit.

SOURCE: CSCMP/ToolsGroup’s Digital Supply Chain Planning Outlook 2022. To get a free copy of the report,
go to toolsgroup.com/resources/digital-transformation-supply-chain-planning/.

